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Since statistical models are simplications of reality, it is important in estimation the-
ory to study the behavior of estimators also under distributions (slightly) dierent from
the proposed model. In testing theory, when dealing with test statistics where nuisance
parameters are estimated, knowledge of the behavior of the estimators of the nuisance
parameters is needed under alternatives to evaluate the power. In this paper the mod-
erate deviation behavior of the (multivariate) maximum likelihood estimator determined
within a proposed model is investigated not only under this model, but also under distri-
butions close to the model. The set-up is quite general, including for instance also discrete
distributions.
It turns out that under the model the asymptotic optimality of the maximum likelihood
estimator in the local sense continuous to hold in the moderate deviation area. The rate
of convergence under alternatives is determined both when comparing the maximum likeli-
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1 Introduction
Investigating the performance of statistical tests when nuisance parameters are involved,
requires often knowledge of the behavior of estimators of these nuisance parameters not
only under the null hypothesis, but also under alternatives. In many cases the tests are
constructed by plugging in estimators of the nuisance parameters in tests which are devel-
oped assuming that the nuisance parameters are known. Recently, this program has been
performed for data driven smooth tests for location-scale families, see Inglot and Ledwina
(1999). The latter research was the starting point for studying moderate deviations of the
maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) under alternatives, the topic of the present paper.
Data driven tests for the simple goodness of t problem have been introduced by Led-
wina (1994). Many standard goodness of t tests, like the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and
the Cramer-von-Mises test have only one direction with the highest possible asymptotic
power and behave therefore more like a parametric test for a one-dimensional alternative
and not like a well-balanced test with the omnibus property usually attributed to them.
Simulation results for data driven tests for the simple goodness of t problem show that
these tests do have a nice omnibus character, giving high and stable power over broad
classes of alternatives. Inglot and Ledwina (1996) have provided theoretical support for
the simulation results, showing asymptotic optimality for a large set of converging alter-
natives.
It is argued in Inglot and Ledwina (1996, page 1985) that to get nontrivial results the
convergence of the alternatives should be (slightly) slower than under contiguity. Corre-
sponding to this the involved levels are not xed, but tending to 0 as the number n of ob-
servations tends to innity. For more information on this so-called intermediate approach
and its relation to the classical Pitman- and Bahadur eciency, we refer to Kallenberg
(1999).
Basic properties as the asymptotic null distribution and consistency for data driven
smooth tests for composite goodness of t hypotheses have been proved in Inglot et al.
(1997). The simulations presented in Kallenberg and Ledwina (1997a, b) show that the
general construction of data driven tests leads to powerful tests being competitive with best
known solutions for particular testing problems, like testing normality or exponentiality.
To show asymptotic optimality of data driven smooth tests for composite goodness of
t hypotheses in the intermediate sense, moderate deviation results for the estimators of
the nuisance parameters are needed. This paper deals with that problem.
We concentrate on the MLE, but the methods can as well be applied on general M-
estimators. Further, we consider the multivariate case, which is not always a trivial gener-
alization of the univariate case, as for instance monotonicity arguments can not be used.
On the other hand, even for location-scale families multivariate results are already needed.
As far as we know, moderate deviation theorems for multivariate MLE’s under alterna-
tives are not available in statistical literature. For moderate deviation results of MLE’s
under the proposed model we refer to Radavichyus (1983). Moderate deviation theorems of
univariate M-estimators are presented by Jureckova, Kallenberg and Veraverbeke (1988).
The need for knowledge on the behavior of the MLE is not restricted to data driven tests,
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but is also of interest when dealing with all kind of other tests, where nuisance parameters
are estimated. Moreover, apart from being needed in evaluating size and power behavior
of statistical tests, the problem itself as estimation problem is also of interest.
Suppose we have a statistical model and have determined the MLE within the model.
In general, the model is only a simplication of reality and hence it is of great importance
to study the behavior of the MLE under distributions (slightly) dierent from the proposed
model, as they can easily be the true distribution in practice. This robustness aspect is
covered by the present results as the alternatives in a testing situation can be seen as
slight modications from the assumed model in the estimation problem. In this way one
can see how well the behavior of the MLE is under (slight) misspecications of the model,
for which alternatives the MLE deteriorates and by which quantity this is determined.
Another way of saying is as follows. Suppose that the true distribution is slightly
dierent from the distribution corresponding to the parameter value 0. The MLE is in
that case close to a parameter value, obtained by a kind of projection of the true distribution
on the parameter set . In testing theory this parameter value may be seen as the "least
favorable" parameter value w.r.t the alternative. In estimation theory, this parameter value
is the "natural" parameter value for comparison with the MLE; that is, it is the parameter
value on which the MLE is concentrating. The projection n, say, is obtained by equating
the expectation under the alternative of the score function at n equal to 0. If the direction
of the alternative and the score function at 0 are (asymptotically) uncorrelated, the "least
favorable" or "natural" parameter can be taken equal to the original parameter value 0.
In other words, this situation corresponds to orthogonality of the alternative and the score
function at 0 and hence the projection simply gives 0. The more the direction of the
alternative and the score function at 0 are correlated, the larger the distance between the
MLE (which concentrates on the projection) and 0.
Another area where the results can be applied is quality control. As stated in the recent
overview paper of Woodall and Montgomery (1999), in most evaluations and comparisons of
control chart performance, it is assumed that parameters are known. In practice, however,
the parameters must be estimated. "Much more research in this area is needed" (page 379
of Woodall and Montgomery (1999)). The present paper can give a welcome contribution
in this area too.
Apart from the new results under alternative distributions, also a new result within
the model is presented. It turns out that the well known asymptotically optimality of the
MLE in the classical local sense continuous to hold in the moderate deviation region. This
explains why the MLE behaves so very well in regular families. If the family is exponentially
convex as for instance in exponential families, the MLE is still asymptotically optimal in the
large deviation sense, but in families which are not exponentially convex, large deviation
optimality fails; see Kester and Kallenberg (1986). The present moderate deviation results
ll the gap between the classical local optimality results and those concerning the large
deviation optimality of the MLE, thus completing the whole picture.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 assumptions and exponential bounds
are presented. The set-up is quite general. For instance, also discrete distributions are
allowed. The exponential bounds are derived under rather weak conditions, being for
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example satised in almost any location-scale family. Under somewhat stronger conditions
uniqueness of the MLE is obtained, apart from a set of exponential small probability. The
main result on moderate deviations of the MLE under alternatives is presented in Section
3, giving not only the exact rate of convergence, but also the rate of the second-order terms.
Some corollaries describe moderate deviation results for the Euclidean distance between
the MLE and the natural parameter n as well as between the MLE and the proposed
parameter value 0. The section is closed by showing the asymptotically optimality of the
MLE in the moderate deviation sense within the proposed model. The proofs are presented
in Section 4.
2 Assumptions and exponential bounds
Let X1; : : : ; Xn be i.i.d. r.v.’s with values in a measurable space (X;B) and with density
f(x; ) w.r.t. some -nite measure . We assume that the parameter space   Rk; k  1,
is an open set and thatZ
ff 1=2(x; )− f 1=2(x; #)g2d(x) > 0
for every  6= #. Let 0 2 . The value 0 is to be thought as a possible true value,
belonging to the proposed model ff(x; ) :  2 g. We write P for the probability
measure under 0 and similarly E or cov when we take the expectation or covariance under
0.
However, we are in particular interested in (slight) departures from the proposed model,
dened by the probability measure Pn with density w.r.t.  satisfying
dPn
d
(x) = f(x; 0)f1 + cnAn(x)g; cn ! 0;
(A) sup
n
sup
x
jAn(x)j <1;
Z
An(x)dP (x) =
Z
An(x)f(x; 0)d(x) = 0;
Z
A2n(x)dP (x) = 1:
Note that we only require cn ! 0 and no further restrictions on cn. The sequence fcng
may tend to 0 as slow as one wants. We may also take cn = 0, thus getting the model
distribution P .
The expectation, variance and covariance-matrix under Pn are denoted by En, varn and
Covn. For a vector x 2 Rk its Euclidean norm is denoted by jjxjj. For a matrix M with
elements mij its norm is dened by jM j =
Pk
i=1
Pk
j=1m
2
ij
1=2
. A constant which should
be large enough is denoted by C and a constant which should be small enough is denoted
by c. The constants C and c may be dierent in each case. When referring to a particular
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constant, it is mostly clear from the context which constant is meant and otherwise, it is
explicitly mentioned which constant is used.
Following Zacks (1971) pages 233-235 and Pitman (1979), Chapter 8, we shall use the
following notation. For  2  and V   an open set write
Zsr(; V ) = inf
#V
log
f(Xs+1; )    f(Xr; )
f(Xs+1; #)    f(Xr; #) ;
where r > s  0. In particular we write
Zr(; V ) = Zr−1r(; V ) = inf
#V
log
f(Xr; )
f(Xr; #)
:
Basic regularity assumptions are the following.
(R1) There exist r  1; T < 0 and a compact set K0   such that 0 2 int K0,
EZ0r(0; Kc0) > 0 and E exp
n
TZ0r(0; Kc0)
o
<1, where Kc0 = nK0.
(R20) There exists a compact set K   with 0 2 int K such that f(x; ) is continuous
w.r.t.  2 K for almost every (a.e.) x and for each  6= 0;  2 K, there exists a
neighborhood V of  with EZ1(0; V) > 0 and Eexp
n
TZ1(0; V)
o
< 1 for some
T < 0.
The rst result extends Theorem 5.3.1 of Zacks (1971) and the Theorem on page 65 of
Pitman (1979) to fPng instead of the xed distribution P .
Theorem 2.1 Assume (A), (R1) and (R20) with K = K0. For " > 0 denote
Bn = Bn(") =
n
(x1;    ; xn) : sup
jj−0jj>"
nY
i=1
f(xi; ) <
nY
i=1
f(xi; 0)
o
:
Then there exist c; C such that for all n
Pn ((X1;    ; Xn) 62 Bn)  Ce−cn:
For a.e. (x1; : : : ; xn) in the set Bn the likelihood function attains its global maximum at
some point(s) ~n belonging to f : jj − 0jj  "g. Hence, for any such point ~n
Pn(jj~n − 0jj > ")  Ce−cn:
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is given in Section 4. If the likelihood function
Qn
i=1 f(Xi; )
attains its global maximum on  at a unique point, this point is the MLE. If there are more
such points, we choose one of them to be the MLE. It does not matter which to choose.
For instance, we may take of the set of solutions the one with smallest coordinates. If there
is no point in , where the likelihood function attains its global maximum on , the MLE
is dened as 0. The MLE ^n(X1;    ; Xn) dened in this way is shortly denoted by ^.
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It is also shown in the proof of Theorem 2.1 that if we remove (R1) in Theorem 2.1
and consider the set
BKn = BKn(") =
8<:(x1;   xn) : supk−0k>"
K
nY
i=1
f(xi; ) <
nY
i=1
f(xi; 0)
9=; ;
we get an analogous statement for BKn:
Pn ((X1;    ; Xn) 62 BKn)  Ce−cn:
Remark 2.2 Consider a location-scale family
f(x; ) = −1f0

x− a


;  = (a; ) 2 R (0;1)
with f0(x) a continuous density on R. Using the inequalities in the rst part of the proof
of Theorem III on page 71 in Pitman (1979) it can be seen that if jxj2f0(x) is bounded,
then
E exp fTZ02(0; Kc0)g  C
Z Z
jx− yj2Tff(x; 0)f(y; 0)g1+Tdxdy;
which is nite if T 2 (−1=2; 0]. From the last part of the proof of Theorem III on pages 72,
73 in Pitman (1979) it follows that if jxj2+f0(x) is bounded for some  > 0, there exists
a compact set K0   such that 0 2 int K0 and EZ0r(0; Kc0) > 0. So, (R1) is satised
under these mild conditions.
Condition (R20) is a very weak condition. This is seen, for example, by considering the
mild condition (R2) below, which implies (R20) as is shown in Section 4.
Theorem 2.1 gives the existence of the MLE outside a set of exponentially small prob-
ability. If we assume more regularity conditions on f(x; ), then also uniqueness of the
MLE can be obtained (apart from a set of exponentially small probability). To this end
we replace (R20) by the stronger (R2) and add (R3) and (R4).
Let K   be a compact set such that 0 2 int K. As far as  occurs in the assumptions,
it is supposed that  2 K.
(R2) @
@
f(x; ) and @
2
@@T
f(x; ) exist for a.e. x and are continuous in . Moreover, there
exists an (w.r.t ) integrable function H(x), such that
 @
@r
f(x; )
  H(x);  @2
@r@s
f(x; )
  H(x); r; s = 1;    ; k: (2.1)
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(R3) @
@
log f(x; ) and @
2
@@T
log f(x; ) exist for a.e. x, are continuous in  and the Fisher
information matrix
E
h @
@
logf(X1; 0)
ih @
@T
logf(X1; 0)
i
is nite and positive denite. It is denoted by I. Moreover, there exist hk > 0 and
a measurable function G(x) such that for h 2 (0; hK) we have 0 + u 2 K for all u
with jjujj  hK and
sup
jjujjh
 @2
@@T
logf(x; 0 + u)− @
2
@@T
logf(x; 0)


 ChG(x): (2.2)
(R4) There exists  > 0 such that
Eexp


∥∥∥∥ @@ logf(X1; 0)
∥∥∥∥  C;Eexp  @2@@T logf(X1; 0)



 C;
EexpfG(X1)g  C:
Condition (R2) is a standard condition to ensure that we may replace the order of
integrating and dierentiation, leading to results like
E
@
@
logf(X1; 0) = 0:
Condition (R3) strengthens the nowadays standard assumption on the second derivative
of log f(x; ) and is used to estimate remainder terms in expanding the MLE. Condition
(R4) is applied to get suitable moderate and large deviation theorems, which usually require
existence of moment generating functions.
Write
‘n(; x1;    ; xn) = 1
n
nX
i=1
@
@
log f(xi; )
and dene the following sets
B1n =

(x1;    ; xn) :
 @
@
‘n(0; x1;    ; xn) + I


 1
4jI−1j

;
B2n =
(
(x1;    ; xn) : 1
n
nX
i=1
G(xi)  EG+ 1
)
:
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Lemma 2.3 Assume (A) and (R2) - (R4). Then we have
Pn((X1;    ; Xn) 62 B1n)  Cexp(−cn);
Pn((X1;    ; Xn) 62 B2n)  Cexp(−cn):
The proof of Lemma 2.3 is given in Section 4. The next theorem shows that under (R2)
- (R4) essentially the likelihood is maximized at an uniquely determined point.
Theorem 2.4 Assume (R2) - (R4) and let 0 <  < min
n
hK ;
1
8jI−1jC(EG+1)
o
with C from
(2.2). For a.e. (x1; : : : ; xn) 2 B1n \ B2n \ BKn(), there exists  = n(x1;    ; xn)
with jj − 0jj   and ‘n(; x1;    ; xn) = 0. Moreover,  is the only solution of
‘n(; x1;    ; xn) = 0 in the set f : jj − 0jj  g.
The proof of Theorem 2.4 is presented in Section 4. As a corollary we get an exponential
bound for the MLE.
Corollary 2.5 Assume (A) and (R1) - (R4) with K = K0. Let
0 <  < min
n
hK ;
1
8jI−1jC(EG+1)
o
with C from (2.2). Then (except for a -nullset) on
the set B1n \ B2n \ Bn() the likelihood function attains its global maximum in  at an
uniquely determined point ^ which satises k^ − 0k  . Consequently,
Pn(k^ − 0k > )  Ce−cn:
3 Moderate deviation theorem
In this section we show that the assumptions, which we have posed in the previous section,
do not give only exponential bounds, but are also sucient to obtain sharp moderate
deviation results for the MLE under Pn. We start with a sketch of the main ideas.
Except for a set with exponentially small probability the MLE is the unique solution
of the likelihood equations existing in each small enough neighborhood of 0. Essentially
we deal with this solution and apply a Taylor expansion around a point n (converging to
0 and determined later on) of the following form
0 =
1
n
nX
i=1
@
@
logf(Xi; ^)  1
n
nX
i=1
@
@
logf(Xi; n) + I(^ − n);
implying
^ − n  −I−1 1
n
nX
i=1
@
@
log f(Xi; n): (3.1)
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By the law of large numbers it is seen that under Pn the MLE is close to that point n 2 
for which
En
@
@
log f(X1; n) = 0: (3.2)
In principle, we can make a Taylor expansion around 0, but
lim
n!1
En
@
@
log f(X1; 0) 6= 0 unless lim
n!1
E

An(X1)
@
@
log f(X1; 0)

= 0:
Therefore, the natural point in the parameter space  to compare with the MLE, is the
point n dened by (3.2). The probability measure corresponding to the point n may be
seen as a kind of projection of the probability measure Pn on the probability measures,
parameterized by . By rewriting
E

An(X1)
@
@
log f(X1; 0)

as c−1n cov

@
@
log f(X1; 0);
dPn(X1)
dP (X1)

it is seen that the proposed model parameter 0 can be taken as the projection if the score
function @
@
log f(X1; 0) and the direction of the alternative
dPn(X1)
dP (X1)
are uncorrelated or
"orthogonal".
As the MLE is concentrating on the projection n, the more the direction of the al-
ternative and the score function at 0 are correlated, the larger the distance between the
MLE and 0.
The moderate deviation results are obtained by exploiting (3.1) and application of
moderate deviation results for row sums of triangular arrays of rowwise i.i.d. random
vectors.
After this rough sketch of the approach, we become more precise and rstly we present
a lemma concerning the existence of the projection n and its behavior.
Lemma 3.1 Assume (A) and (R2) - (R4). For n suciently large and  > 0 small enough
there exists a uniquely determined point n 2 f : k − 0k  g for which
En
@
@
logf(X1; n) = 0:
Moreover,
n = 0 + cnI−1E

An(X1)
@
@
log f(X1; 0)

+O(c2n): (3.3)
The proof of Lemma 3.1 is given in Section 4. Let
In = Covn

@
@
log f(X1; n)

:
The main result is as follows.
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Theorem 3.2 Assume (A) and (R1) - (R4) with K = K0. Let fzng be a sequence satis-
fying zn !1 and n−1=2zn ! 0. Then
Pn

n1=2
∥∥∥I1=2(^ − n)∥∥∥  zn = exp−z2n2 +O(cnz2n) +O( z3npn) +O(log zn)

: (3.4)
In particular,
lim
n!1
z−2n log
n
Pn

n1=2
∥∥∥I1=2 ^ − n∥∥∥  zno = −12 : (3.5)
Moreover, I may be replaced by In in (3.4) and (3.5).
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is given in Section 4.
Corollary 3.3 Assume (A) and (R1) - (R4) with K = K0 and additionally
E

An(X1)
@
@
logf(X1; 0)

= 0
for all suciently large n. Let fzng be a sequence satisfying zn ! 1 and n−1=2zn ! 0.
Then we have
Pn

n1=2
∥∥∥I1=2(^−0)∥∥∥ zn= exp−z2n2 +O (cnz2n+O

z3np
n

+O( log zn)

: (3.6)
In particular,
lim
n!1
z−2n log
n
Pn

n1=2
∥∥∥I1=2 ^ − 0∥∥∥  zno = −12 : (3.7)
In (3.6) and (3.7) we may replace I by In, which reads as In = Covn

@
@
log f(X1; 0)

in
this case.
Moderate and large deviation results concerning the Euclidean distance of the MLE to
n can be inferred from Theorem 3.2. This leads to the following corollary, which proof is
in Section 4.
Corollary 3.4 Assume (A) and (R1) - (R4) with K = K0. Let fzng be a sequence satis-
fying zn !1 and n1=2zn ! 0. Then
Pn

n1=2
∥∥∥^ − n∥∥∥  zn = exp −1z2n2 +O(cnz2n) +O z3npn+O( log zn)

;
where 1 is the smallest eigenvalue of I. In particular,
lim
n!1
z−2n log
n
Pn

n1=2
∥∥∥^ − n∥∥∥  zno = −121:
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Although n is the natural parameter to compare with the MLE, we also present a
moderate deviation result on the Euclidean distance between the MLE and 0, for which
proof we refer to Section 4.
Corollary 3.5 Assume (A) and (R1) - (R4) with K = K0. Let fzng be a sequence satis-
fying zn !1 and n−1=2zn ! 0. Let
n =
n1=2cnI
−1E

An(X1) @@ log f(X1; 0)
}
zn
:
If
lim inf
n!1
knk  1;
then
lim
n!1
z−2n log
n
Pn

n1=2
∥∥∥^ − 0∥∥∥  zno = 0:
If
lim
n!1
n =  with kk < 1;
then
lim
n!1
z−2n log
n
Pn

n1=2
∥∥∥^ − 0∥∥∥  zno = −12 inf n∥∥I1=2(u−)∥∥2 : kuk  1o :
Dene the Kullback-Leibler information number by
K(; 0) = E log

f(X1; )
f(X1; 0)

:
By (R2) - (R4) and Taylor’s formula it is easily checked that
K(; 0) =
1
2
( − 0)T I( − 0) + o

k − 0k2

as  ! 0:
Noting that conditions 1, 2 and 3 of Kallenberg (1983) are easily veried, an estimator
Un may be called rst order asymptotically optimal, cf. (2.16) on page 502 of Kallenberg
(1983), if
− log P (n1=2 kUn − 0k > zn)
1
21z
2
n
! 1: (3.8)
By taking cn = 0, it is seen from either Corollary 3.4 (n = 0 in this case) or Corollary
3.5 (n =  = 0 in this case) that the MLE satises (3.8).
Corollary 3.6 Assume (A) and (R1) - (R4) with K = K0. The MLE in the model
ff(x; ) :  2 g is rst order asymptotically optimal in the moderate deviation sense.
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Corollary 3.6 can be seen as an extension of the well-known asymptotically optimality
of the MLE in the local sense. It states that this optimality continuous to hold in the
moderate deviation region.
Since for  6= 0
inf
n∥∥I1=2(u−)∥∥2 : kuk  1o < infn∥∥I1=2u∥∥2 : kuk  1o = 1;
the optimal rate 1 within the model is under Pn obtained by the MLE only if  = 0. In
particular, the rate of the MLE continuous to hold under Pn if
lim
n!1
E

An(X1)
@
@
log f(X1; 0)

= 0:
4 Proofs
In this section we present all proofs of the theorems and corollaries of Section 2 and Section
3. Before proving Theorem 2.1 we need an auxiliary lemma.
Lemma 4.1 For every r  1 and n  r(r + 1) there exist ;  2 N [ f0g such that
n = r + (r + 1) and   n2r − r+12 and  > n2r+2 − r2 .
Proof. Let n = ir + j with 0  j  r − 1. Then, by the assumption n  r(r + 1), it
follows that i  r + 1. So, n = (i− j)r + j(r + 1) and a representation n = r + (r + 1)
exists. Let 0 be the smallest  2 N [ f0g for which n = 0r + 0(r + 1) and let L0 be
the smallest integer for which 1 = 0 + L0(r + 1)  n2r − r+12 . Then a simple calculation
shows that n = 1r + 1(r + 1) and 1 = 0 − L0r > n2r+2 − r2 . This proofs the lemma. 2
Proof of Theorem 2.1. First note that Lemma 2 in Chapter 8 of Pitman (1979) and
(R1) imply EZ0r+1(0; Kc0) > 0.
W.l.o.g. we may assume that T  −1. We shall prove that (R1) also implies
E exp ftZ0r+1(0; Kc0)g <1 for t  T rr+1 . Indeed, by the inequality between the geometric
and arithmetic mean we have
sup
#2Kc0
r+1Y
i=1
f(Xi; #)
f(Xi; 0)

24(r+1Y
i=1
sup
#2Kc0
f(X1; #)   f(Xi−1; #)f(Xi+1; #)    f(Xr+1; #)
f(X1; 0)    f(Xi−1; 0)f(Xi+1; 0)   f(Xr+1; 0)
)1=(r+1)35(r+1)=r

(
1
r + 1
r+1X
i=1
sup
#2Kc0
f(X1; #)    f(Xi−1; #)f(Xi+1; #)   f(Xr+1; #)
f(X1; 0)   f(Xi−1; 0)f(Xi+1; 0)    f(Xr+1; 0)
)(r+1)=r
:
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As t(r + 1)=r  T  −1, the above inequality gives
E expftZ0r+1(0; Kc0)g  E
(
sup
#2Kc0
r+1Y
i=1
f(Xi; #)
f(Xi; 0)
)−t
 (r + 1)1+t(r+1)=rE exp

t
r + 1
r
Z0r+1(0; Kc0)

<1:
Let n =  and n =  be as in Lemma 4.1. Then
sup
#2Kc0
nY
i=1
f(Xi; #)

nY
s=1
sup
#2Kc0
srY
i=1+(s−1)r
f(Xi; #)
nY
t=1
sup
#2Kc0
nr+t(r+1)Y
i=1+nr+(t−1)(r+1)
f(Xi; #):
Consequently,(
sup
#2Kc0
nY
i=1
f(Xi; #) 
nY
i=1
f(Xi; 0)
)

(
nX
s=1
Z(s−1)r sr(0; Kc0)  0
)
[
(
nX
t=1
Znr+(t−1)(r+1)nr+t(r+1)(0; K
c
0)  0
)
:
Write Mr(t) = E expftZ0r(0; Kc0)g; t 2 [T; 0]. Since EZ0r(0; Kc0) > 0 by (R1) we infer
that mr = infTt0Mr(t) < 1. Now, for t 2 [T; 0],
Pn
 
nX
s=1
Z(s−1)rsr(0; Kc0)  0
!
 [EnexpftZ0r(0; Kc0)g]n  f(1+Ccn)Mr(t)gn:(4.1)
Take n so large that (1 + Ccn)mr)  12(1 + mr) < 1. Then applying (4.1) for the point t
at which Mr attains the value mr, we get
Pn
 
nX
s=1
Z(s−1)rsr(0; Kc0)  0
!
 exp

−n log

2
1 +mr

 exp

r + 1
2
log

2
1 +mr

 exp

− n
2r
log

2
1 +mr

= Ce−cn:
Repeating the same argument for Mr+1(t); t 2 [Tr=(r + 1); 0], and analogously dened
mr+1 and combining both estimates we obtain
Pn
 
sup
#2Kc0
nY
i=1
f(Xi; #) 
nY
i=1
f(Xi; 0)
!
 Ce−cn:
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Recall that we have denoted
BK0n(") =
8<:(x1;    ; xn) : supk−0k>"
K0
nY
i=1
f(xi; ) <
nY
i=1
f(xi; 0)
9=; :
Using (R20) and the Heine-Borel theorem and arguing as in the proof of Theorem 5.3.1 of
Zacks (1971), it is seen that for some c; C
Pn ((X1;    ; Xn) 62 BK0n)  Ce−cn:
The rest of the proof follows from the relation
f(X1;    ; Xn) 62 Bn(")g
 f(X1; : : : ; Xn) 62 BK0n(")g [
(
sup
#2Kc0
nY
i=1
f(Xi; #) 
nY
i=1
f(Xi; 0)
)
:
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 2
Proof that (R2) implies (R20). Write for #;2K and some  between  and#
f(x; #) = f(x; ) +

@
@
f(x; )
T
(#− ):
Hence, using (2.1) we get
sup
#2V
f(x; #)  f(x; ) + k1=2H(x) sup
#2V
k#− k;
which immediately proves that Eexpf−Z1(0; V)g < 1 for any V  K. Write h =R
H(x)d(x). Since H is nonnegative, it follows that the function
g(x) =

1 + k1=2h sup
#2V
k#− k
−1
f(x; ) + k1=2H(x) sup
#2V
k#− k

is a probability density. Hence, for every V  K
EZ1(0; V)  Elogf(X1; 0)
g(X1)
− log(1 + k1=2h sup
#2V
k#− k) > −1:
By the monotone convergence theorem it follows that for suciently small neighborhood
V of ;  6= 0; EZ1(0; V) > 0 and (R20) holds true. 2
Proof of Lemma 2.3. We present a proof of the second statement. The rst statement
can be proved in the same way. (Note that for a matrix M with elements mij the statement
13
M

>  implies
mij > k for some i; j and hence the proof can be given for each
component separately.) In view of (R4) Taylor expansion yields
E[expf(G(X1)− EG− 1)g] = 1−  +O(2) as  ! 0:
Hence, there exists  > 0 such that
E[expf(G(X1)− EG− 1)g] < 1− 12:
The dominated convergence theorem ensures that
lim
n!1
En[expf(G(X1)− EG− 1)g] = E[expf(G(X1)− EG− 1)g]:
Therefore, for all n  n1 we have
En[expf(G(X1)− EG− 1)g] < 1− 14:
By the Markov inequality we get
Pn
 
1
n
nX
i=1
G(Xi) > EG+ 1
!
= Pn
 
nX
i=1
G(Xi) > n(EG+ 1)
!
= Pn
 
exp
"

nX
i=1
fG(Xi)− EG− 1g
#
> 1
!
 (En exp [ fG(X1)− EG− 1g])n 

1− 1
4

n
for all n  n1 and the result easily follows. 2
Proof of Theorem 2.4. By the denition of  and assumption (R3) we have f :
k − 0k  g  int(K). For a.e. (x1; : : : ; xn) 2 BKn() the likelihood has a (local)
maximum, which is attained at a point in the set f : k − 0k  g. Therefore, for a.e.
(x1; : : : ; xn) 2 BKn() the existence of a solution of the likelihood equations in the set
f : k − 0k  g follows.
That for a.e. (x1; : : : ; xn)2BKn() there is only one solution of ‘n(;x1; : : : ; xn) = 0 in
the set f : k−0k  g follows from the fact that, for a.e. (x1; : : : ; xn); ‘n(; x1; : : : ; xn) is
one-to-one on the set f : k− 0k  g. The latter is seen from the following inequalities.
Let k − 0k   and k + # − 0k  . Then, if # 6= 0, by (R3) for a.e. (x1; : : : ; xn) 2
B1n \B2n \BKn()
k‘n( + #; x1;    ; xn)− ‘n(; x1;   xn)k
 kI#k−
∥∥∥∥‘n( + #; x1;    ; xn)−‘n(; x1;    ; xn)− @@‘n(0; x1;    ; xn)

#
∥∥∥∥
14
−
∥∥∥∥ @@‘n(0; x1;   xn) + I

#
∥∥∥∥
 k#kjI−1j − C(EG+ 1) k#k −
k#k
4 jI−1j
 5 k#k
8 jI−1j
> 0:
2
Proof of Lemma 3.1. The proof of the existence and uniqueness of the point n 2
f : k − 0k  g for which
En
@
@
log f(X1; n) = 0
is along the same line of argument as in the inverse function theorem; see for example
Rudin (1964) pages 193-194 and for the uniqueness see also the last part of the proof of
Theorem 2.4, where a similar argument is used.
Let
0 <  < min
8<:hK ; 18 jI−1jC sup
n
EnG
9=;
with C from (2.2). Let gn() = En @@ log f(X1; ). Since kgn(0)k = O(cn) and @
@
gn(0) + I

 = O(cn), we have for suciently large n
kgn(0)k  8 jI−1j
and
 @@gn(0) + I


 1
4 jI−1j
:
The function kgn()k is continuous on the set f : k − 0k  g and hence there exists
n 2 f : k − 0k  g such that kgn(n)k  kgn()k for all k − 0k  . By Taylor
expansion we have for all k − 0k   and some n with kn − 0k  k − 0k∥∥∥∥gn()− gn(0)− @@gn(0)

( − 0)
∥∥∥∥
=
∥∥∥∥ @@gn(n)− @@gn(0)

( − 0)
∥∥∥∥  C(EnG) k − 0k2 :
Using k − 0k = kI−1(I( − 0))k  jI−1j kI( − 0)k, we therefore get for
1
2 < k − 0k  :
kgn()k  kI( − 0)k − kgn(0)k −
∥∥∥∥ @@gn(0) + I

( − 0)
∥∥∥∥
−
∥∥∥∥gn()− gn(0)− @@gn(0)

( − 0)
∥∥∥∥
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 k−0kjI−1j
− 
8 jI−1j
−k−0k
4 jI−1j
−C(EnG)k−0k2  3 k−0k4 jI−1j
− 
8 jI−1j
− 
8 jI−1j
>

8 jI−1j
 kgn(0)k :
This implies that kn − 0k  12. Dene un by un = I−1gn(n). Let n > 0 be such thatkn + nun − 0k  . Such n > 0 exists, since kn − 0k  12. By Taylor expansion, we
get
kgn(n + nun)k 
∥∥∥∥gn(n + nun)− gn(n)− n @@gn(0)un
∥∥∥∥
+
∥∥∥∥n @@gn(0) + I

un
∥∥∥∥+ kgn(n)− nIunk
 C maxfkn + nun − 0k ; kn − 0kg(EnG)n kunk+ n kunk4 jI−1j
+ (1− n) kgn(n)k
 C(EnG)n
I−1 kgn(n)k+ 14n kgn(n)k+ (1− n) kgn(n)k
 (1− 5
8
n) kgn(n)k :
By denition of n as the point where kgn()k is minimal on the set f : k − 0k  g it
follows that kgn(n)k = 0 and hence also gn(n) = 0 as was to be proved.
That there is only one solution of gn() = 0 in the set f : k − 0k  g follows from
the fact that gn() is one-to-one on the set f : k − 0k  g. The latter is seen from the
following inequalities. Let k − 0k   and k + #− 0k  . Then, if # 6= 0,
kgn( + #)− gn()k
 kI#k −
∥∥∥∥gn( + #)− gn()−  @@gn(0)

#
∥∥∥∥− ∥∥∥∥ @@gn(0) + I

#
∥∥∥∥
 k#kjI−1j
− C(EnG) k#k − k#k4 jI−1j
 5 k#k
8 jI−1j
> 0:
Since, for #! 0,
En
@
@
log f(X1; 0 + #) =
Z 
@
@
log f(x; 0 + #)

f(x; 0)f1 + cnAn(x)gd(x)
=
Z 
@
@
log f(x; 0)

f(x; 0)f1 + cnAn(x)gd(x)
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+
Z 
@2
@@T
log f(x; 0)

#f(x; 0)f1 + cnAn(x)gd(x) +O(k#k2)
= cnE

An(X1)
@
@
logf(X1; 0)

− I#+O(cn k#k + k#k2);
it follows that
n = 0 + cnI−1E

An(X1)
@
@
logf(X1; 0)

+O(c2n): (4.2)
This gives (3.3) and the proof is complete. 2
Next we state and prove two auxiliary lemmas which will be used in the proof of
Theorem 3.2, our main theorem. Dene
Yni = I−1=2n
@
@
logf(Xi; n):
Lemma 4.2 Assume (A) and (R2) - (R4). Let fzng be a sequence satisfying zn !1 and
n−1=2zn ! 0. Then
Pn
 ∥∥∥∥∥n−1=2
nX
i=1
Yni
∥∥∥∥∥  zn
!
= exp

−z
2
n
2
+O

z3np
n

+O(log zn)

;
Hence,
lim
n!1
z−2n log
(
Pn
 ∥∥∥∥∥n−1=2
nX
i=1
Yni
∥∥∥∥∥  zn
!)
= −1
2
:
Proof. By denition of n we have that EnYni = 0 and that Covn(Yni) equals the identity
matrix. Moreover, we have
kYn1k 
I−1=2n  ∥∥∥∥ @@ logf(X1; n)
∥∥∥∥ ;
lim
n!1
I−1=2n  = I−1=2 ; f(x; 0)f1 + cnAn(x)g  Cf(x; 0)
and, by (R3),∥∥∥∥ @@ logf(X1; n)
∥∥∥∥  ∥∥∥∥ @@ logf(X1; 0)
∥∥∥∥+ ∥∥∥∥ @2@@T logf(X1; 0)(n − 0)
∥∥∥∥
+C kn − 0k2G(X1)

∥∥∥∥ @@ logf(X1; 0)
∥∥∥∥+  @2@@T logf(X1; 0)


kn − 0k+ C kn − 0k2G(X1):
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Hence, by (R4), there exists  > 0 and a constant C such that for all n
Enexp( kYn1k)  C:
Therefore, for all y 2 Rk we getEn(yTYn1)j  kykj En kYn1kj = kykj −jj!En kYn1kj
j!
!
 kykj −jj!Enexp( kYn1k):
Applying Theorem 4.9 of Inglot and Ledwina (1999), cf. also Prokhorov (1973) and The-
orem 3.1 of Yurinskii (1976) we get
Pn
 ∥∥∥∥∥n−1=2
nX
i=1
Yni
∥∥∥∥∥  zn
!
 exp

−z
2
n
2
+O

z3np
n

+O(logzn)

:
Let Wni be the rst component of Yni. Then we have EnWni = 0, varn(Wni) = 1 andn−1=2
nX
i=1
Wni
 
∥∥∥∥∥n−1=2
nX
i=1
Yni
∥∥∥∥∥
and hence,
Pn
 ∥∥∥∥∥n−1=2
nX
i=1
Yni
∥∥∥∥∥  zn
!
 Pn
 n−1=2
nX
i=1
Wni
  zn
!
: (4.3)
Application of Corollary 2.22 in Book (1976), cf. also Lemma 4.1 (ii) in Jureckova, Kallen-
berg and Veraverbeke (1988), yields
Pn
 ∥∥∥∥∥n−1=2
nX
i=1
Wni
∥∥∥∥∥  zn
!
= exp

−z
2
n
2
+O

z3np
n

+O(logzn)

: (4.4)
The rst result of the lemma follows from combination of (4.3) and (4.4). The second
result is an immediate consequence of the rst result. This completes the proof of Lemma
4.2. 2
Lemma 4.3 Assume (A) and (R2) - (R4). Then for yn > 0
Pn
 1n
nX
i=1
@2
@@T
logf(Xi; 0) + ~In


 yn
!
 2exp

−ny
2
n
2
0
8C0
(1 + cyn)−1

;
where
~In = −En @
2
@@T
logf(X1; 0)
and C0; 0 are the constants appearing in (R4):
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E exp

0
∥∥∥∥ @@ log f(X1; 0)
∥∥∥∥  C0: (4.5)
The proof of Lemma 4.3 is simply an application of Theorem 3.1 of Yurinskii (1976), cf.
Lemma 5.5 in Inglot and Ledwina (1999); so, we omit the details. Note that by (A) and
(R2) - (R4)~In − I  Ccn:
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let 0 and C0 be the constants in (R4); see (4.5). W.l.o.g.
assume 0 < min
n
hK ;
1
8jI−1jC(EG+1)
o
with C from (2.2). Take yn = (8C0)1=2n−1=2−10 zn
and dene
fB1n = (x1;    ; xn) :  @@‘n(0; x1;    ; xn) + ~In


 yn

:
Then for n suciently large fB1n  B1n and by Lemma 4.3
Pn

(X1;    ; Xn) 62 fB1n  2exp(−z2n1 + c znpn
−1)
= 2expf−z2n(1+o(1))g:(4.6)
By (R3) and Taylor expansion we have with some  between 0 and n
In = En

@
@
logf(X1; 0) +
@2
@@T
logf(X1; )(n − 0)



@
@
logf(X1; 0) +
@2
@@T
logf(X1; )(n − 0)
T
:
Hence, using (A), (2.2) and (R4), we get
jIn − Ij  Ccn (4.7)
and consequentlyIn − ~In  Ccn: (4.8)
Now restrict attention to
n
(X1;    ; Xn) 2 Bn(0) \ fB1n \B2no : By (R2) - (R4) and
Taylor expansion of ‘n around n we obtain with some  between ^ and n
0 = I−1=2n ‘n(^;X1;    ; Xn) =
1
n
nX
i=1
Yni − I1=2n (^ − n)
+I−1=2n

@
@
‘n(;X1;    ; Xn)− @
@
‘n(0;X1;    ; Xn)

(^ − n) (4.9)
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+I−1=2n

@
@
‘n(0;X1;    ; Xn) + ~In

(^ − n) + I−1=2n (In − ~In)(^ − n):
Since k − 0k  kn − 0k+ k^ − nk, we have, using (R3) and (4.7),∥∥∥∥I−1=2n  @@‘n(;X1;    ; Xn)− @@ ‘n(0;X1;    ; Xn)

(^ − n)
∥∥∥∥ (4.10)
 Ckn − 0k
∥∥∥I1=2n (^ − n)∥∥∥+ C ∥∥∥I1=2n (^ − n)∥∥∥2 :
By the denition of fB1n and (4.7) we get∥∥∥∥I−1=2n  @@‘n(0;X1;    ; Xn) + ~In

(^ − n)
∥∥∥∥  Cyn ∥∥∥I1=2n (^ − n)∥∥∥ ; (4.11)
while in view of (4.7) and (4.8) we get∥∥∥I−1=2n (In − ~In)(^ − n)∥∥∥  Ccn ∥∥∥I1=2n (^ − n)∥∥∥ : (4.12)
Combining (4.9) - (4.12) we arrive at∥∥∥∥∥I1=2n (^−n)− 1n
nX
i=1
Yni
∥∥∥∥∥  C1(yn + cn) ∥∥∥I1=2n (^ − n)∥∥∥+ C2 ∥∥∥I1=2n (^−n)∥∥∥2 (4.13)
for some constants C1 and C2. This implies two inequalities∥∥∥∥∥1n
nX
i=1
Yni
∥∥∥∥∥  (1− C1yn − C1cn) ∥∥∥I1=2n (^ − n)∥∥∥− C2 ∥∥∥I1=2n (^ − n)∥∥∥2 ; (4.14)∥∥∥∥∥1n
nX
i=1
Yni
∥∥∥∥∥  (1 + C1yn + C1cn) ∥∥∥I1=2n (^ − n)∥∥∥+ C2 ∥∥∥I1=2n (^ − n)∥∥∥2 ;
which, in turn give the following inclusions, holding for suciently large n,
fznn−1=2 
∥∥∥I1=2n (^ − n)∥∥∥  (4C2)−1g

(∥∥∥∥∥1n
nX
i=1
Yni
∥∥∥∥∥  (1−C1yn−C1cn)znn−1=2−C2z2nn−1
)
: (4.15)
n∥∥∥I1=2n (^ − n)∥∥∥  znn−1=2o
(∥∥∥∥∥1n
nX
i=1
Yni
∥∥∥∥∥(1+C1yn+C1cn)znn−1=2 + C2z2nn−1
)
:
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Applying Lemma 4.2, Corollary 2.5 and the denition of yn we obtain
Pn

(X1;    ; Xn) 2 Bn(0) \ fB1n \B2n; n1=2 ∥∥∥I1=2n (^ − n)∥∥∥  zn
 Pn
 ∥∥∥∥∥n−1=2
nX
i=1
Yni
∥∥∥∥∥  (1− Ccn − Cznn−1=2)zn
!
+ Ce−cn (4.16)
 exp

−z
2
n
2
+O(cnz2n) +O

z3np
n

+O(logzn)

and similarly,
Pn

(X1;    ; Xn) 2 Bn(0) \ fB1n \B2n; n1=2 ∥∥∥I1=2n (^ − n)∥∥∥  zn
 Pn
 ∥∥∥∥∥n−1=2
nX
i=1
Yni
∥∥∥∥∥  (1 + Ccn + Cznn−1=2)zn
!
−Pn

(X1;    ; Xn) 62 Bn(0) \ fB1n \B2n (4.17)
 exp

−z
2
n
2
+O(cnz2n) +O

z3np
n

+O(logzn)

−Pn

(X1;    ; Xn) 62 Bn(0) \ fB1n \B2n
In view of Theorem 2.1, Lemma 2.3 and (4.6) we have
Pn

(X1;    ; Xn) 62 Bn(0) \ fB1n \B2n  Ce−cn + 2 exp−z2n (1 + o(1))}
and (3.4) follows with In instead of I. In view of (4.7) we haveI1=2n − I1=2  Ccn
and hence, for all x 2 Rk,∥∥I1=2n x∥∥  ∥∥I1=2x∥∥+ ∥∥(I1=2n − I1=2)x∥∥  ∥∥I1=2x∥∥+ I1=2n − I1=2 kxk
 ∥∥I1=2x∥∥+ Ccn kxk  ∥∥I1=2x∥∥+ Ccn ∥∥I1=2x∥∥ = (1 + Ccn) ∥∥I1=2x∥∥
and similarly,∥∥I1=2n x∥∥  (1− Ccn) ∥∥I1=2x∥∥ :
The replacement of In by I in (3.4) now immediately follows.
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Noting that (3.5) is an immediate consequence of (3.4) completes the proof of Theorem
3.2. 2
Proof of Corollary 3.4. Since∥∥∥I1=2 ^ − n∥∥∥  1=21 ∥∥∥^ − n∥∥∥ ;
where 1 is the smallest eigenvalue of I, Theorem 3.2 implies
Pn

n1=2
∥∥∥^ − n∥∥∥  zn
 Pn

n1=2
∥∥∥I1=2 ^ − n∥∥∥  1=21 zn (4.18)
= exp

−1z
2
n
2
+O
(
cnz
2
n

+O

z3np
n

+O(logzn)

:
Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, cf. (4.9) - (4.17), it is seen that
Pn

(X1;    ; Xn) 2 Bn(0) \ fB1n \B2n; n1=2 ∥∥∥^ − n∥∥∥  zn
 Pn
 ∥∥∥∥∥n−1=2
nX
i=1
I−1=2n Yni
∥∥∥∥∥  (1 + Ccn + Cznn−1=2)zn
!
(4.19)
−Pn

(X1;    ; Xn) 62 Bn(0) \ fB1n \B2n :
Let n be the eigenvector of In with knk = 1 corresponding to n1, where n1 is the
smallest eigenvalue of In. Then
n−1=2
∥∥∥∥∥
nX
i=1
I−1=2n Yni
∥∥∥∥∥  −1=2n1
n−1=2
nX
i=1
TnYni
 : (4.20)
Since in view of (4.7)xT Inxkxk2 − xT Ixkxk2
  jIn − Ij = O(cn)
and
n1 = inf
x
xT Inx
kxk2 ; 1 = infx
xT Ix
kxk2 ;
it follows that
n1 = 1 +O(cn):
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Application of Corollary 2.22 in Book (1976), cf, also Lemma 4.1 (ii) in Jureckova, Kallen-
berg and Veraverbeke (1988), yields in combination with (4.19) and (4.20),
Pn

(X1;    ; Xn) 2 Bn(0) \ fB1n \B2n; n1=2 ∥∥∥^ − n∥∥∥  zn
 Pn
 n−1=2
nX
i=1
TnYni
  1=2n1 (1 + Ccn + Cznn−1=2)zn
!
−Pn

(X1;    ; Xn) 62 Bn(0) \ fB1n \B2n
 exp

−n1z
2
n
2
+O(cnz2n) +O

z3np
n

+O(logzn)

−Pn

(X1;    ; Xn) 62 Bn(0) \ fB1n \B2n
= exp

−1z
2
n
2
+O(cnz2n) +O

z3np
n

+O(logzn)

−Pn

(X1;    ; Xn) 62 Bn(0) \ fB1n \B2n :
Noting that
Pn

(X1;    ; Xn) 62 Bn(0) \ fB1n \B2n  Ce−cn + 2expf−z2n(1 + o(1))g
we obtain
Pn

n1=2
∥∥∥^ − n∥∥∥  zn  exp−1z2n2 +O(cnz2n) +O

z3np
n

+O(logzn)

;
which in combination with (4.18) proofs the corollary. 2
The proof of Corollary 3.5 uses the same types of argument as those applied in the
proofs of Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.4. The main dierence is that ^ − 0 under Pn
essentially behaves like I−1=2 1
n
Pn
i=1 Yi with Yi = I
−1=2 @
@
logf(Xi; 0), thus in general having
expectation unequal to 0 under Pn:
EnYi = cnI−1=2E

An(Xi)
@
@
logf(Xi; 0)

:
Proof of Corollary 3.5. Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, replacing e.g. in (4.9)
In by I, Yni by Yi and n by 0, we arrive at∥∥∥∥∥^ − 0 − 1n
nX
i=1
I−1=2Yi
∥∥∥∥∥  C1(yn + cn) ∥∥∥^ − 0∥∥∥+ C2 ∥∥∥^ − 0∥∥∥2
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for some constants C1 and C2, provided that (X1;    ; Xn) 2 Bn(0)\fB1n\B2n. Suppose
that limn!1n =  and kk < 1. Note that nzn = n1=2EnI−1=2Yi. Let In be the matrix
such that InI−1=2Yi has as covariance matrix the identity under Pn. It is immediately seen
that In ! I1=2 as n!1. Dene
Y i = In

I−1=2Yi − EnI−1=2Yi

:
Then Y i has expectation 0 and covariance matrix the identity under Pn. Moreover,
n−1=2
nX
i=1
I−1=2Yi = n−1=2
nX
i=1
I−1n Y

i + nzn:
Let
r = inf
∥∥I1=2(u−)∥∥ : kuk  1g = inf kuk : ∥∥I−1=2u+ ∥∥  1g
and let n ! 0 as n!1. Dene
rn = inf
n∥∥∥In(u−n)∥∥∥ : kuk  1 + no = inf nkuk : ∥∥∥I−1n u+ n∥∥∥  1 + no ;
implying limn!1 rn = r. Sincen
x :
∥∥∥I−1n x+ nzn∥∥∥  (1 + n)zno  fx : kxk  rnzng ;
we get
lim sup
n!1
z−2n log
(
Pn
 ∥∥∥∥∥n−1=2
nX
i=1
I−1=2Yi
∥∥∥∥∥  (1 + n)zn
!)
(4.21)
 lim
n!1
z−2n log
(
Pn
 ∥∥∥∥∥n−1=2
nX
i=1
Y i
∥∥∥∥∥  rnzn
!)
= −1
2
r2:
On the other hand, there exists u0 with ku0k = 1 such thatn
x :
∥∥∥I−1n x+ nzn∥∥∥  (1 + n)zno  x : uT0 x  rnzn}
and hence,
lim inf
n!1
z−2n log
(
Pn
 ∥∥∥∥∥n−1=2
nX
i=1
I−1=2Yi
∥∥∥∥∥  (1 + n)zn
!)
(4.22)
 lim
n!1
z−2n log
(
Pn
 
n−1=2
nX
i=1
uT0 Y

i  rnzn
!)
= −1
2
r2:
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Combination of (4.21) and (4.22) yields
lim
n!1
z−2n log
(
Pn
 ∥∥∥∥∥n−1=2
nX
i=1
I−1=2Yi
∥∥∥∥∥  (1+ n)zn
!)
=
−1
2
inf
n∥∥I1=2(u−)∥∥2 : kuk  1o :
The proof of the corollary in case kk < 1 is now completed along the same line of
argument as the proof of Theorem 3.2.
The proofs for the other cases are similar. 2
The argument leading to Corollary 3.6 is already given in Section 3 just before Corollary
3.6.
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